AO polarization has been observed in p + Be ~ A O + anything at 300 GeV. A total of 1.3 x 10 6 AO decays were recorded at fixed lab angles between 0 and 9.5 mrad, covering a range of kinematic variables .3 ~ x ~ .7 and 0 < p~ ~ 1.5 (GeV/c). The observed polarization conserved parity and increased monotonically with increasing p~, independent of x/ reaching <aP> = .18 ± .05 at 1.5 aer/c ,
+ -.
were K O + ~~ along the vacuum decay length, and convers~ons s y + e+e-and neutron stars in the thin windows and other material in the neutral beam. A ty~ical 80,000 trigger magnetic tape required about 1 hour. Data were taken at 9 production angles: -2.5, -1.5, -.5, +.5, +1.5, +3.5, +5.5, +7.5, and +9.5 mrad. At
• each angle data were taken for both polarities of-the_sweeping--
The analyzing magnet was periodicaliy reversed.
Beryllium target and " n o target" data were interleaved. The AO (target out)/(target in) yield was 2%.
The AO hyperon is well suited to a high energy polarization search because of the large asymmetry in the parity violating decay AO ~ prr.
In the rest frame of the AO the proton distribution is dN/dn = (1 + aP cosa)/4~, where e is the angle between the proton momentum and the AO spin, P is the magnitude of the 1 polarization, and a = .647 ± .013.
Right handed cartesian coordinates ~n the AO rest frame were chosen such that observed at any momentum in any of the three components for angles less than 3.5 mrad. In particular 157,000 events at ±.5 mrad showed no effect in any component of the asymmetry, serving to check for parity violating polarization in production, AO polarization due to a polarization of the incident diffractively scattered proton beam, and geometrical biases in the apparatus. As a further check on geometrical biases, the data sample for the decay + -
(156,000 events) was analyzed for a "polarization" in ... o. Overseth and R. Roth, ?hys. Rev. Letters 19,391 (1967 Rev., D4, 1979 (1971 ), and Dahl-Jensen, et al., Nuovo cimento, 3A, 1 (1971 . 
